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Review

Bear lives next door to Duck, who always wants to be busy doing something fun with Bear. Bear, on the other hand, needs some time to relax alone. Duck insists that the two of them go out together and have some quality time because Duck wants Bear to like him! With all of Duck’s demands, Bear insists that he likes Duck just like family. Duck has quite a few questions to ask Bear and usually Bear responds patiently. The two have a nice day together and are still pals, even if Duck has an incessant personality!

The pictures in this book are delightful! The characters stronger personalities radiate through their interactions and it is easy to fall in love with the only two characters in I Love You Already. Children reading this book can see that while someone might not want to do all of the things they want to at that exact moment, they are still loved. Children of all ages will find this read humorous and fun and will come back to read it again and again.